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Disease Chemicals
’Just Like Weapons’
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Hy KENYON JORDAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Since 1961 the United States
in Vietnam has been using defoliants and herbicides to destroy
crops so that peasants would be
forced to move m militarily desired areas or starve.
In the last eight to 10 years,
secret U.S. laboratories have been
working :It "full production" making and storing thousands of liquid
gallons of disease mixtures such
as anthrax or rabbit fever to
be packed into bombs.
EXAMPLES
These are just examples, aocording to Seymour M. Hersh,
author of "Chemical and Biological
Warfare: America’s Hidden Arsenal," that gasses and chemicals
have become "just like other weapons" in American military eyes.
"The public doesn’t realize its
country is in this chemical and
biological warfare (CBW) game
in such a complete, horrifying
way," Hersh told a Morris Dailey
Auditorium audience of 80 persons Wednesday.
"The potential destruction of
such warfare is not known."
Fear of the Russian.s is govern-

Talk Show
Ninth Dist rtet Congressional
Candidate Don Eduards, Mex.
lean -American Student Confederation representative Thomas
Fuentes and Spart an Daily
Editor Phil Stone vtill discuss
mirrent campus problems on
KSJS’ NeWA Center Prograsn at
7 tonight on 90.7 FN.I.

ment rationale for the CBW stepup (now $500 million spent a year},
but, according to Hersh, such a
fear is ungrounded.
’RUSSIAN THREAT’
"If the Ru.ssian threat is so
real," he asked rhetorically, "why
have there been no civil defense
efforts to prepare the public for
it?"
In the event of a full-scale gi,S
attack "there would be about one
gas mask for every 10,000 people."
He acbnitted, 14 or 15 other nations are "into this field, but nobody like us; we’re way ahead."
The same "super" tear gas,
called CS, is being used to "set up"
its victims in Arnerican city streets
as in Vietnam, Hersh said.
Only in Vietnam, it’s to lure
the Viet Cong from underground
bunkers to be bombed by B-52’s;
here it’s so "cops can get their
licks in."
’LETHAL CLOUD’
He ezcplained what he found happened when "a lethal clOud of
nerve gas" escaped into the atmosphere from the military laboratory at Dugway, Utah, last year.
The cloud was blowing toward
heavily-populated Salt Lake City,
but "hit a cold front and eventually washed into a valley where
the only living things were a
flock of sheep. Sixty-four of them
were killed."
Hersh explained the good fortune of the cold front deflecting
the cloud from the city, becau.se
"it takes the same dosage of nerve
gas to kill a 150-pound man as
one sheep."

MASC Demands
Faculty Changes

PEARL S. BUCK ... to lecture Tuesday

Pearl Buck Here

Nobel Prize Winner Talk
Concerns Life Experiences
NObei Plize winner Pearl S.
Buck will speak Tuesday at 8:15
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Her lecture, "An evening With
Pearl Buck," will concern her
literary experiences including her
world travels, said Mary Hudzikiewizc, College Union Programs
Board Adviser.
The Hillsboro, West Virginia-

Brooklyn Prof Condemns Nixon,
Says Federal Plans Can Cure Ills
By GARY PERGL
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Sweeping condemnations of
Richard Nixon set the tone of a
speech given to about 50 students
in Monis Dailey Auditorium Wednesday by Carey McWilliams, professor of political science at Brooklyn College.
McWilliams currently is campaigning for Vice-President Hubert Humphrey. His speech was
sponsored by Young Democrats
and the Political Science Department.
In defending his basic thesis
that the major ills of this nation
can be cured only through planning on the federal level,

liam.s aug-rnented his talk with a
dabbling of colorful statements,
statistics and allegories.
He described the wage of the
average farmer working his own
land at 35 cents an hour, labeling
this is a primary reason for urban
buildup and increasing welfare
payrolls.
"These people feel cheate.d," McWilliams said, "and yet t.hey never
see who it is that’s cheating them.
’They turn on the TV and see
not the bu.sinessman moving
through the crimson lounges. TheY
see demonstrators on the street,
without realizing that these are
their own people," he continued.
’’Free enterprise built the ghet-
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CAREY McW1LLIAMS

. condemns Nixon

Last year Harry F:dwartls, Black former instructor in sociology at SJS, presented a list of demands to President Robert 1). Clark designed to end racial problems on this campus.
Yesterday, United Black Students for Actiott tUBSA) presented the Associated Student Body
(ASEt with a list of grievances and demands involving alleged "illegal recruiUnent" of Black
students for the SJS freshman football team.
URSA demanded that funds fr
the Stanford.SJS football game be held up until the coaching
policies, recruitment policies, distribution of funds within the department and treatment of
Black athletes have been investigated.
The statement says, "W e (UBSA) have witnessed individual membens of the freshman football tearn being lured to SJS when
in fact they were never officially
admitted to the college due to
promises made by recruiters constantly being unfulfilled. We have
witnessed a large number of cases
when Black males have been encouraged to play and in fact can’t
play because they lack freshman
eligibility. The act of non-student
participation in athletics is illegal
under present standards of col"To alter the racist composition of the faculty at SJS," the legiate eligibility."
STILL WAITING
MexicanAmerican Student Confederation (MASC) demanded
Mel Whitfield, president and
Tuesday that the 350 faculty positions to be created next spring
spokesman for UBSA, maintains
be filled by Black and Chicano instructors.
that Black athletes have come to
(The additional positions would be created if the faculty SJS, been placed in dorms, but
teaching load is reduced front 12 to nine units.)
haven’t been given the scholarThe Chicano statement reads in part, "To abolish all traces ships they were promised and
of racism in our society must be the highest goal to which edu- haven’t been enrolled in classes.
Upon acceptance of the UBSA
first order
cation directs its energies. It can old% do thi, if.
demands, the ASB council voted
of business, it sets its own house
unanimously to begin an investiin order.
gation of the demands Monday.
"We applaud the faculty for
Dave Ailunan, ASB treasurer, svill
launching this drive to reform eduhead the probe.
cational conditions at the College
UBSA officials met with Pres.
(reduction of teaching load) and
Clark Wednesday afternoon before
we call on them and others at the
their demand.s were presented to
College to support our demand
student council. Pres. Clark was
that these reform-created posiasked to comment for the Daily
tions be staffed by Afro and MexCompiled from Assoidated Press and said, "I have no statement to
ican-American faculty."
BERKELEY
The Mexican- malce."
The statement also demands the
’NOTHING’
total abolition of "elitist admis- American Strident Confederation
Whitfield was asked what hapsion policies which . .
serve to (MASC) at the University of Calmeeting with Pres.
preserve the essentially all-Anglo ifornia at Berkeley, said its 50 pened at the
Clark and replied, "Nothing."
character of the student laxly by members will boycott classes on
Whitfield was also asked what
eliminating from admission huge the Berkeley campus until the Uniits
numbers of Afro-American and versity of California joins the action UBSA is planning if
boycott against California table demands are not met. He replied,
Chicano youths. . ."
"No comment at this time."
MASC spokesman Daniel Her- grapes.
Walter McPherson, chairman of
nandez corrunented to the Daily
SAN FR,ANCISCO Five Bay the Men’s Physical Education Deyesterday, "We haven’t had any
partment, told the Daily, "Dr.
response from any administrators. Area men are being held by the
Ftobert Bronzan, our athletic diI do expect some support from or- Secret Service on grounds of
rector, is out of town. He’s the one
ganizations on campus and from printing and pa.ssing counterfeit
money. Agent Larry Newman re- who has been on top of this situapeople in the community."
tion. He should be back Friday and
Hernandez was asked what ac- ported he recovered $94,000 in
I’d prefer not to make any comtion MASC would take if the de- counterfeit bilLs and an estimated
ment until he returns. It’s better
mands were not met. He replied, 615,000-25,000 in bogus bills. The
prime suspect is Douglas A. Riggs, if we have one person spealcing for
"I can’t go into any of that."
the department."
President Robert D. Clark was 40, owner of the NatiOnal Press
asked to comment on the Chicano in Oakland.
demands. He said, "I haven’t reWASHINGTON
With both
ceived any demands, I know noththe White House and the State
ing about it."
Department mum, the United
States pushed ahead with bombing halt consultations with American allies despite resistance from
Continued stmny hut cooler Saigon and denunciation from
today with a few cloud"’ over Hanoi.
The Spartan Cafeteria strike enthe mountains. Gusty northwest
ters its 12th day today, but it is
winds this afternoon. Saturday
PRAGVE Stwiet troops set.
and Sunday? Out of sight! No tled into Czechoslovakia yesterday likely that the cafeteria will be
clouds to bug you, and after- in what loolcs like a long occupa- open for hu.siness on Monday.
A tentative settlement was
noon temperatures In the low tion under the treaty dictated by
reached Wednesday at 5:30 p.m.
70s,
the Kremlin two days ago.
during the second meeting of that
day between the Union of State
Employees (USE) Local 411, the
Spartan Shops Board, and the
State Conciliatory Board.
Cafeteria workers reportedly
met last night at 7 p.m. In I.E.S.
Hall, 1401 E, Santa Clara St., to
vote on the contract proposals.
There is, as of yet, no information
on the result of that vote.
The Spartan Shops Board and
the Spartan Shops Negotiating
Committee are scheduled to vote
on the contract proposals today
at 2:30 p.m. in the President’s
Conference Room.

horn author spent her childhood in
Chinkiang, China. Upon graduating from Randolph Macon College
in the United States, she returned
to China.
Her brief stay in the Nanking
region inspired her book, "The
Good Earth." Published in 1931,
this work headed the best seller
list in the United States for 21
months.
In 1938, she became the first
American-born WOMEM to receive
the Nobel Prize for literature. Miss
Buck merited the award on the
basis of her overall literary contributions, not for any specific
work.
In 1949, she founded Welcome
House, Inc., an adoption agency
that attempts to find homes for
children possessing AmericanAsian blood.
Her 70th book, "For Spacious
Skies," was published in the summer of 1966. Miss Buck’s appearance at SJS is sponsored by the
CUPB, and is pito of a nationwide tour.

to," McWilliams said, pointing to
Nixon’s theory of business cures
to urban problems, while adding
that Humphrey is the lone candidate proposing federal planning.
Most of McWilliams’ discussion
revolved around Richard Nixon
and the law and order theme.
"When Nixon talks of law and
order. what he’s saying is that we
must get tough. But we don’t need
police with bigger clubs - we need
police with bigger brains and bigger salaries.
"Nixon’s law and order is a
means of removing the limitations of law to deal with and
maintain order," McWilliams continued.
the November propositions
"He has called the Peace Corps
a haven for draft dodgers . . . have your head whirling?
and as late as February said we
Do you want to know what,
should not discount the use of nu- Larry Fargher and other
candiclear weapons in Vietnam."
dates really have to say?
Students will have a chance to
Drama Department, a.cq llai n t. themselves WI th loca I
congressional, senate and assembly
ITV To Discuss
and supervisorial Candidates at a
"candidate fair" scheduled for this
Channel 11 Plays
Sunday afternoon from 2 to 5.30.
A combined effort bN th.
mia
Sponsored by the League nf
Depattment and the Ity.tr.,,ftinal Women Voters II.WV) and
the
Television Center (ITV to dis- Association of Metropolitan
San
cusii and interpret forthcoming Jose, the fair will be held
at Infant
plays in this year’s season will be Park of Guadalupe on San
Carlos
aired tomorrow morning at 8:30
and Vine Streets.
on KNTV
Each candidate will have a table
Dr. Paul W. Davee, director of
"Playboy of the Western World," set up and will be available for
and Susan Mason and John Jacobs, questioning throughout the afternoon. A two-minute statement
the PlaY’s two leads, will be featured in the dismission, according will also be made by each candiGetrarrl, director or the date.
to
Tahles will he set up for the
30-ititi,iie program.
three presidential contenders. as
well as Alan Cranston and Max
Rafferty.
Jackie To Marry
According to Mrs. Margaret
Shipping Magnate
llarame of the LWV. literature
NEW YORK
on the pros and cons of all propKennedy plan. to marry Greek ositions will he available, "with
shipping mien:it, Aristotle Onas- in thrma Orin mil teed to /4 rOadil hie,
sis, more than 20 years her senior, Understandable lath0lage."
sometime next week, according to
The setting will be informal,
the future bride’s mother, Mrs. and musical entertainment win
Hugh
Aucluncluss.
hike place thc entire afternoon,

Students, Hear
Candidates Speak
Sunday Mternoon

Today’s
World News
At a Glance

Cafeteria Strike
To End; Workers
Return Monday?

Today’s Weather

I

A Bugged Student

PI

Democratic Fair
Here Tomorrow

DECISIONS, DECISIONS! A
common dilemma among college
students is whom to vote for this year. This Democratic Republican (or Republican Democrat) solved his problem in a unique
manner. Rather than support any one condidate, he supports
them all! However, he will have to narrow his list down by Nov.
5, when he will join many of his fellow SJS students voting at the
polls.

Democratic candidates will
munch hamburgers. and discuss
issues with students tomorrow at
a Democratic Candidate’s Fair on
Seventh Street from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m.
Free hamburgers, potato chim
and soda svill he passed out by the
sponsors of the candidate’s fair:
University of Santa Clara Young
Democrats, John F. Kennedy High
School YDs and the SJS YDs.
Among the candidates scheduled
to attend the fair are Don Efi.
wa IY1S, Grayson Taketa, Mare
Poche, John Vasconcellos, Martin
Gorfinkel, Patrick Hancock, and
possibly Alan Cranston.

Friday October IR. 1f3Afi
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oser the presence of campus police. the
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Editorial
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called

last

week with the college president and dean
of students speaking as well us students.
The newly -initiated campus police force
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I will it% mot. to break under the strain
of frustration. I ant not Black. or Mexican- 1inerican. so I cannot empathize
completely with these groups. flowe%er. I van see injustices that must be
correrted: but shouting. swearing and
iolence is not the answer. It is an answer. but not the right one. Larry
Farglier left our campus feeling fine
I’ll bet. because he probably got exactly What Ile %allied. Ile was shouted
down. Ile wit- taunted. Ile was sworn
at. Ile left this campus with enough
fuel for his law and order fire to last
a long. long time. But imagine, imagine for a 1111111lie. what would liaxe
li.ippened if our students had been
dignified and polite? What would
happened if we had asked int.-Ili:1,11i pointod questions? If %ve had
I aigher that we can think?
chance we lost! We had an
a
hat
N1
opportitnit), to question a congressional candidate. e had a eliance to find
out what must lie defeated to make
e had a
this country a better one.
elianct to learn. Oh. my God. when
are we going to understand that the
worst thing we can do is what we did
to Carr) Fargher? W hen will we learn
that we cannot out-fight our opposithat we must out-think them?
tion
1tiel if thi- does not happen in our
acatlemii situation. the next step is
tlie street. 1,1r. Fargher left our campus with eN en stronger law and order
%iews than %%lien he came. Now, I’m
not saying that we could have conerteel Larry Farglier by being dignifit.il and polite. but I am sure we could
’lase made him less -equipped to fight
tis. larglier was not allowed to get to
the basic issues. lie didn’t talk about
ietnam or city problems. or exen
budget problems. We were too busy
shouting at him. and standing stoneIt ed while one of his supporters
started a scuffle with a sign carrier.
Just imagine, what we could have done
if we had thought! We lost a chance
and we may not have another for
awhile. I know we see injustice. But
next time. just for a /11011Iellt. let’s put
(lout’ our flags anti signs and buttons.
Nei time let’s think. Chairman Mao
"all power comes from the barrel of a gem.- Hitler also thought
along thew lines. Let’s lw Itetter than
they. Let’s act more like the intelligent students We are because if we
don’t do the thinking. irs too frightening te. con,-ider who will.

cpartatt
150 East San Carlos
(corner of Fourth St.)
292-2840

poten-

are now on

*

*

problem

has confronted

prosal WAS gisen to the campus securiis
eltief to arm Sallie of his men w ith gun between sunset and sunrise, the Fort.
Niner said.
The action followed

a

rash of armed

robberies, attempted assaults and

break-

ing-and -entering crimes at Long Beach.
*

*

*

A 12 -week studs bs 20 see01111 Selllester
speech students

is

designed

to examine

academic leaithing methods of the "top 10
teachers" at Long Beach (Its College. the

"Ronald Reagan Hall"

LBCC Viking reports.

Thrust and Parry

Violated Freedoms, Civil Rights
Arrogant St u den ts
Editor:

We believe freedom of speech was

violated
by a handful of arrogant students who tried
to harass Congressional candidate Laxly Farghar this week during a Seventh Street
speech. They prevented him from giving his
point of view, which he had the democratic
right to say.
A democratic society is based on the expression of ideas and even bad ideas are often
informative or revealing. Democracy is ba.sed
on the premise there are greater chances of
a majority being right, but we also realize
arty man can make mistakes. So, this representative democracy has a Constitution, limiting the mistakes. It is this idea that men can
make mistakes that we turn to the majority
and voluntarily submit to majority rule, for
to believe otherwise is to surrender to anarchy.
We must be reasonable and listen to people
who are sometimes repugnant to us, because
only then can be fully realize the correctness
or errors of our own ways. Any individual
has the right to be heard, whether he is right
or wrong, and only when all sides have been
heard can the people decide what is right
or wrong.
If we are wrong we have channels for
change, but if the irresponsible succeed and
they are wrong there will be no way to correct it, since anarchy has taken over.
John (11,,he
A11)28
Hobert Nyland
A4344

Racist Editor?
Editor:
This is a response from two Black students
to Phil Stone’s editorial in Wednesday’s (Oct.
16) Spartan Daily.
Mr. Stone’s overt racist attitudes towarrl
the Chicano students are exemplified in his
editorial criticizing the students for taking
action without first consulting their "Great
White Father" about the article by Mike
Elvitsky in Tuesday’s Spartan Daily. Coming
from a typical undereducated white racist,
this editorial would not be surprising. However, hearing these statements from a supposedly educated white racist is surprising;
these people am usually more sophisticated
in voicing their racism. As Bleck and Brown
peopie all know, conversing with "the man"
bit Of good ’Allen we want
docsn I do :1

to protest. Black people have been crying for
equality in jobs, education, and housing for
the past 100-plus years. Not until the brothers
began throwing molotov cocktails in the
ghettos did Whitey start taking more than a
passing glance at the "Black Problem."
From the struggle Black people in this
country have experienced, the theory that
’’the man" only understands violence has been
proven time and time again. Remember, the
"American Dream" was founded and built on
the violence inflicted on the Indians, the
African.s. and in 1848, on the Mexicans.
In answer to Mr. Stone’s comment that
animosity does not solve anything, we disagree because at least the Chicanos had a
position and asserted it. They also involved
people who could possibly be otherwise unaware or unconcerned. In addition, it forces
people, like Mr. Stone, to expose their true
colors.
Although Mr. Stone considered the statements against Mexican culture and Mexico
City "less than complimentary" he was still
unable to travel from the right side to the
middle of the road.
When Mr. Stone’s utopian world becomes a
fact, black, brown, yellow, red and white
people will be able to sit dosvn and solve
their problems through conununication.
Keep on pushin’ brown brothers and sisters
Do your thing.
Brenda Fields
A16742
Sandra ThreadgIll
A12775

Hullabaloo
8;ditor:
I am sick of all the hullabaloo directed
against this year’s Council. There has been
a lot of critical statements that just do not
hold water.
A lot of work was done this last sununer
and the early part of this semester, that has
been completely ignored.
some of the people Cottncil lost this
were good workers. Tim McGrath, now
attending Santa Clara University was more
than a "rubber stamp sitting on Council."
People like Craig Evans who had been on
Council before land showed enough interest
to come back) were a great loss.
Bill Langan has been an excellent Chairman
and a very active one. With the help of people
like John Merz, Dave Aikman, Roger Lette,
Bob Crocker, Trish French and Steve Miller,
Bill and Dick Miner have gotten a lot done.

mester

.,z1E113

posters
study aids
free press
berkeley barb
more than 60,000 titles
County’s Largest Selection of Paperbacks

KIT’S
BOOKS
3/841400

se-

and many of the others I have
omitted. ate anything but apathetic. Council
goes on many times urmoticed. it doesn’t need
These people.

publicity and doesn’t ask for the applause it
deserves for its work; nor does it deserve a
slap in the face. Agreed, there are a few, like
myself, that haven’t worked as hard as others
outside the Cotmcil Chambers; it is upsetting
that it is among these few - and others who
have nothing to do with the workings of
Council who seem to
be the PeoPle offering
criticisms.
I am tired of the complaint that the Coun"stacked" by liberals (or Miner’s Minority) and that there is a large gap between
that philosophy anti a "basically conservative
campus." For the first time, I see a many
balanced Council. There are fraternity and
anti -fraternity’s; but mainly Council has been
made up of thinkers who have been working
together; the voting record shows this. Members of Council have taken up the minority
problem on campus and have allocated funds
to certain projects and groups. If this is considered radically liberal and not in the interest
of all the people, then now is a good time for
things to change and for people to take a
look at them.selves. Almost every resolution
allocating funds to these groups have passed
unanimously.

cil is

To make the accusation that "the present
administration has one desire and that is to
destroy anything that smackr of tradition,"
is just ridiculous. I defy anyone, including
the ASB Attorney General, to bring up any
resolution passed by Council that "attempts
to destroy" tradition. If it has been tradition
then maybe Council is breakto do nothing
ing a bad tradition.
I do not consider myself a liberal or a
conservative, but in the middle. Before I entered student government,
was curious and
perhaps apprehensive of the "New Force" that
was going to take tradition (i.e. Tower Hall,
fraternities, professors, Orientation dinner.
etc.) and destroy them "just because they are
revotutionary." Without trying to sound too
strong this early in the semester; only wish
a few more people would open their eyes to
see what a few non -apathetic people are doing,
instead of complaining.
Any informed member of the Associated
Students realizes that council is open tor
people wishing to attend and it would perhaps
behoove those who write critical articles 1),
the Daily to attend a meeting.

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center

-"/:\

L., West Perk Mesa
Winchester at Parse

security

Long Beach State College as partial up-

ITALIAN FOOD
at its best
Quality plus a moderate ’gist make the Spartan
[loose San Jose Slate’s finest restaurant. Try our
rea.oriable prices and delicious homemade Italian
food. Don’t forget tour comenient take I
ser% ice!

police

viluitlytklunti.1 in plainclothes, according to the

DINI
Ity STI.
ision \ - tenter
Bath()
Oct. 16. Larry
tut
Fargher. congre--ional candidate, for
the gill district. Cattle tO 011r so-called
-free- campus. and frankly. I’m a
little sick. I’m sick. not front what ’.111..
Farglier -aid. hut rather Irani what lie
Nom see. our -..11.-tled libdidin
eral minded. intellectual. free-pecelt
.oh-e--ed -indents wouldn’t let him. Ile
,A31. ,11111Itell at. cursed at. and was liar114,, .1 continually (luring his attempt
to us. This method of di,..agd -Moan by smile of the students
arid -0 immature,
rr.
anyone email do
how
VCatinot imagine
tbis and still enif themseles liberal.
1.11w-thinking students. I couldn’t beliee it. Can’t these people realize that
lite real way to disagree is to let the.l.
talk. let them gist. their opinions.
think about
iind then quietly
their remark,. and then tear them to
idecc, with intelligent. dignified question-? Can’t our stubborn intellectuals
how rompletely futile it is to shout.
iind swear and disrupt? (:an’t they see
ihis is exactly what these so-called
!law and order- candidates want and
ii.%(.1 in? How childish and julettile
It is tO sent our frustrations by dis.1-options. If we can’t have all Niews
(.11 our campuses, and all people
plowed to speak and discuss. we are
’rolreil defeating the whole purpose
!.! hitiier education. a great part of
-ampling all sitles of all ismight as well close the haland go home.
10()c.1
I ant Hilt a supporter of Larry
l’argher. and 11.,%-er will be. lint I still
ihink he has the right to come to my
iitiiptis and tell me what he believes.
don’t Itae to agree with what lie
but I will not. let me rorrect that.

and

will be unarmed, uniformed

Sunday 12 a.m..12 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat. 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Lutheran Church
Miuouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404
N. A. Firnhaber, Vicar 294-7033

Ron Zeman
Sophomore Rep.
A2347

EUROPE
One Wely

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
London to San Francisco
July 31, August 5 and 12
San Francisco to Paris
August 27, September 5
San Francisco to Stockholm
. August 31
A limited number of spaces
are available for faculty, staff,
and students of The California
State Colleges

Fare: $225 one way
For information:
Officio of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue)
San Francisco, California 94132

Friday. October 18 1,4"4

Spartan Gridders
Face
New
exico
,., , . ., i i un,%., ., ,

of New Mexico Lobos at

Albuquerque Saturday. Came time is I:30.

The Spartans viill be looking for their second win of the
season. %did). Nes Mexico hopes to break a 14-game losing
streak.
Don Perkins has been named the starting quarterback
I), 1).-.1)1 coach Harr, Andeison. and John Abernelli, I,
iablied to make hi- first start at center.
lct-H klitic. ,110 ,,as expected to make his first start at
offen-i,c halfback sustained a knee MOH in drills last
and is doubtful for Saturda. Split end John
Tiiisila
Cri,i II)) is )1) knife’, (ot.il Ns ith a knee initiH.
Kenn, Make. senior from Los Hanos will probably gm
the starting nod in place of Cri,ello.
The Spartans %sill lease San Jose NI
ipal Airport at
noon today. They uill lease Albuquerque immediatels fol.
lossing the game Saturday evening and %ill arri,,e in Sill
.1,,,w di 7:20 p.m.
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For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at
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Sheepskin lined wool, leather and
cord jackets
From e q c-) ,
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First Baptist Church
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Dr. Clarence R. Sands.
Pastor
Barry Keiser.
1.4;n;sfer to Collegians

Early in tin.
axon SJS watergest, strongest foriitirils in
txdo coach Lei Walton promised game" acconling to Walton.
the Spartans would nlaY "anYbodY
Walton rates the opponent as
good and everytxxly great."
"super-strong."
It looks like the Spartans have
Along svith Irvine’s physical
rtui into one of the great ones. power conies a strong balance of
meeting UC Irvine this after- svimmini, and water polo talent
noon in the DeAnza College pool.
*
*
Game time is 3:30.

8:30 & 11 a.m. Morning Worship
Service
7 p.m. Evening
College Dept. (Spartan Tri-C)
Seminar
9:45 a.m. Morning
Evening Forum
5:45 p.m.
Meets at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

PlZiN

THE Pll. - NICK SPECIAL
LARGE PITCHER
1.[CK1’ TIGHT DRAFT
1.111i DNIN ifl1.00
AND
I 1(111) (.1111:hEN & SI’%1:11fITTI 1:1111 ItN1.1( $1.00

&amnia

The. peeiel is good only if yiiii bring this .1 with ,$ou
to Nick’s
block north of the engineering building
on ttili end ."ente Claret between 3
and 7 1..M.
1011101TOV or
1.,,1
.1 Sunders to
Yoh
delis er?

ANOTHER SAVE for SJS goalie Bob Likins as he stretches to
stop an attempt in an early season game. Likins will attempt to
record a few more saves today as he leads the Spartans into a
3:30 p.m. game with UC Irvine in the DeAnza College pool.
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With this
Elegant T;rnepiece
At Hudson s
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$21.00
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YOGURT
4 for $1
CELLO BREAD
I9c loaf
ORANGE JUICE .. 69c 1/2 gal.
GROUND CHUCK
49c lb.
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Only At 4th & Williams

Just look and see! Practically everything’s

new because blazers
are breaking the hide-bound fashion bar..er with brave, new 1g68 styling that’s Shaped like a man ... SuppreSSed Waist. widened
lapels and six-buttoned, double-breasted front. Handsomely

Featuring hot coffee,
chocolate
Fresh donuts and pies daily
Ready-made sandwiches

pocketed with flaps and colored carnel or navy.

69.50
$6000 in prizes! Get your
FREE FOOTBALL SCORECAST (R) CARD at Grodins!
ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA at Blossom Hill Road and
Almaden Expressway. VALLEY FAIR CENTER a+ Stevens
Creek Boulevard and Freeway 17. SAN ANTONIO CENTER at El Camino Real and San Antonio Road. Shop
Monday through Friday nigkts.

Olympu,4 Market
OPEN 6 a.m. to 12 p.m.

CORNER OF 10th & WILLIAMS

"
.

.

Puritan Oil Co.

ted

LUNT’S nEw ABOUT MAKERS?

EVERY’ CIAN’Sr--

REWIAR 293

can."
-.IS has pi, tiled a balanced
lek in compiling its fine 6-1
11. ,t.k. Greg Hind, Bruce Prefontaint% 13ill Gerdts, Tim Halley, Don
Landon and Dennis Belli have all
Performed vvell in game situafloes DeAriza College can be reached
by following San Carlos Street.
which turns into Stevens Cieek,
to the campus ill Cupertino.
------

PRESENTS

Last year’s intramural tennis
champion, SX’s Bill Shearer, advanced to the quarterfinals of this
year’s tournament with a 6-1, 6-3
v.in over Henry DeGrace.
Jeff McKinnley an independent
and last year’s runner-up, and
Tim Pederson, SPE. also gained
a berth in the quarterfinals.
In
Wednesday’s
independent
touch football action, the A slate
read The Machine 20 8th St. AC,
Sun.shine Boys and Nie and Them
was called a no contest.
Me and Them and Da Fuzz are
undefeated in A action.
In B league action DU forfeited
to DSP, and ATO#2, won by one
yard in overtime against SPE.
The HiRise held taut for a 6-0
whitewashing of the Waffle Wonders and Moulder Hall nipped
Markham Hall by total yardage
in C league contests.
In Tuesday’s fraternity league
play Mike Mercer kept TC in a
three-way tie for first place with
ATO and SAE by tossing four
touchdowns in a 51-0 walloping of
LCA.
In other A fraternity action,
SPi 12, DU 0; SX over DSP on 1
total yardage; SAE 9, SPE 0; and
ATO 13, PiKA O.
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egaitest his brothel .1
I3ob
Irvine.
"If Bob played goalie for them
you know vve have to respect
them," Walton said.
Walton hopes to counter the
Irvine power with the Spartans’
water polo skills. "We are doing
things only class water polo teams
do," Walton explained. "You vson’t
see other vvater polo teams run-

RcaraWSZIkk2Z2ILUAIIVACIMIVIUM/WOJN011aInfikk

GASOLINE

nt
to

I 1,..2:re the. hest LailunCed te:111,
met," gulped Walton.
For Bub Likins it will be the
third game in which he has had
mixed feelings. In two games
against the Olympic Club of San
Francisco, Likins had to PlaY

Irvine is the only undefeated
team in Southern California. The
Anteaters were called "probably
the best water polo tetun in the
nation" by San Diego State coach
Bill Phillips.
And Irvine has done little to
dispel the claim with six straight
wins, including a 12-6 victory over
USC, a team the Spartans beat
7-6.
Heading the visitors is Ferd’Y
Massimino who tallied five goals
in Irvine’s l8-7 viecory over San
Diego State. "Ile is a real superman," offered Walton. "He War;
in the Olympic training camp so
you know how good he is."
Big contributors for Irvine are
Mike Nlartin, Steve Farmer and
Pat McLellan. They are the "big-

Intramurals

LEARN TO DRIVE
ONE OR TWO HOUR LESSONS
TO FIT YOUR SCHEDULE
PROFESSIONAL STATE LICENSED INSTRUCTORS
PHONE 293-4004 TODAY
sfe...P.:44,4:44.1estrwr.e.eorel.r..0Cest

Water Polo Team Tests Irvine

will11111111111111111111111111111111111111W.
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A CELEBRATION IN FIVE PARTS

SPECIAL STUDENT PLAN:

P.

Direct to Tenant
Delivery in 48 hours

Month
No

to

I. Art: Painting, Sculpture, Fabric
4 p.M. a+ Newman Center
79 So. Fifth St.
2. Films: PARABLE and TIMEPIECE
5:30 p.m. at New Wineskin
So. Tenth and San Fernando
3. Liturgy: A Vigil for Peace
8 p.m. at Chapel of Reconciliation
300 So. Tenth St.

Month

Co -Signers

4:47igkeigIAA
FtwamnruR
RENTAL CORR

1046

Morse Ave.

Sunnyvale

734-2440

.(w.s’’’.e.’0’:’::’’’":’?":.’".".:::""-V*%"".:%"""""

wr.

. ..... .

Friday October 18th
4. Music: Meridian West

8:30 p.m. at Jonah’s Wail
So. Tenth and San Carlos
5. Community: An Agape meal
10 p.m. at Jonah’s Wail
So. Tenth and San Carlos
Sponsored by:
THE CAMPUS MINISTRIES
San Jose State College
"
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Recital Monday Evening
The Bach Collegium and Kantore’ Stuttgart. a
Etnopean
chainber orchestra and choir
combination, will give a recital
Monday at 8:15 p.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Founded by the Stuttgarter
music society in 1965. the Germany-ba.sed orchestra performs
its own concert.
In its perform:inc., with th.

pl..y MI the otaturies and Cantatas.
The Gaechinger Kantorei history’ can he traCed b/lek to
town in the
Garchingen, it
Swabian Alps. In 1954, a group
uf young people met ill il Gaechingen home to practice music
In appreciation for the hosp.
tality rendered. t h e singers
named their group it: honor of
tie, Pm!.

Teatro Campasino
Re-set For Nov. 9

00000004:194C40346Cir./.4.00:401
I

"Teatro Campasino," the farm
workers theatrical troupe, is
tentatively scheduled to perform
in Morris Dailey Auditorium
Saturday. Nov. 9. not tomorrow,
according to a Chicano Educational Opportunity Pr ogr am
sixikesman.

5:59 p.m.
Sign un
Pozo Montgomery
6 p.m.
7 p.m. - News Center (Radio
Television News Center special)
7:30 p.m. - Advanced Radio
Production
8 p.m. - David George show
10 p.m. - Sign off

cpaptait
5idele

KSJS Log
90.7 Fhl

(PIC is coming to S.J.S.)

chtertainment
CENTURY211
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SAN KM 196

REDISCOVERING thcir bod,e, through awareness exercises are Professor Bernard Rosenblatt,
Theatre

oul

THURS. 8:00 P.M.
EVENINGS MON. THRU
SUN. 7:00 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 8:30
MAT. WED., SAT., SUN 1:30 P.M.

"Kubrick’s special effects border on
the miraculous -a quantum leap
in quality over any other science
fiction film ever madel"-Newsweek Magazine

The New Yorker

"A brilliantly conceived cosmic
adventure...so spellbinding I
immediately went to see it again!"
Cue Magazine
MGM

.,,51.05A

STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION

GOLF COURSE

By LEE POALil.E
Fine Arts Writer
in

Students

Professor

Rosenblatt’s

mud

Ber40A

Drama

class are studying acting from
the ground floor up.
Lying on the floor. students
to

rediscover

their

bodies through awareness exerCISeS.
"We am working on the assumption that before an actor
can begin to learn his craft. r
has to leatn himself,"
Rosenblatt. "Before an actor c
effectively use his body to communicate with the audience, he
has to rediscover how various
parts of his body function," the
young bearded professor explained,
"We work on exercises which
enable an actor to achieve a so

balance, stand up -means to walk."

of the character.
"Once the student achieves
the zero point, he begins a slow
process of awareness, learning
how to operate hLs limbs in isolated fashion." Rosenblatt continued. "Students learn how
their limbs function separately
and how the limbs relate to each
other.
"As discovery takes place, students learn again how to crawl,

721 SOUTH KING RD.

what

SUPER PANAVISION [611ROCILIMETROCOLOR

NEW TANGENT
IHome of the Illegitimate
Theatre on Fri. & Sot. nights
Improvisational Comedyl

NOW PLAYING
EXCLUSIVE
This
perfectly
delightful
couple...

have a
perfectly
delightful
scheme
to confuse
a computer
. . . and
embezzle
a fortune!

LIKE MILK?

hr
a

LYNN REDGRAVE
k
JAMES MASON & ALAN BATES
OCT. 18 MORRIS DAILEY AUD.
Iks,
7:00 & 10:00 45c

Cesar ROmero

Dirk Bogarde and 8 of +he fines+ child
actors ever assembled ...
"O.U11 MOTHER’S 1-10USE" Color

NEW YORK STEAK $1.99
or

TOP SIRLOIN STEAK Dinner $1.39
Includes:

brnirc Guild

San

Garlic Bread.

Who’s Afraid
Of

Virginia Woolf?

101111/11-552 S. BASCOM 20 MI

Salad, and Baked Potato
Students Must Show ASB Card
(For)

JULIAN IV STEAKS
Fourth and Julian Next to Burger Bar

rood

HELD OVER 2ND WEEK
ENDS TUESDAY

()et.

Direct From Exclusive
San Francisco Showing

.1

"MURDER
CZECH STYLE"

J8.19

Color Co.Hif
’THE GAME IS OVER"

BUY ONE TICKET
GET ONE FREE
WITH THIS AD

******* ***** ******* ***

Shop

aince &

Auditorium
292-7428

Civic

Special Student Rate

5ealuring

IN

1.vergihing 3or 5he 2)amer

SALE

kr../Z.Crao’

Starting Today

On Nationally Advertised Brands

transcendental
meditation
as taught by

Tights & Pantyhose

Opaque,

Fishnet, Textured

Assorted

Coiors

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

Everybody’s Going Ape
Over ...
"PLANET OF THE APES"
Starring Charlton Heston
CO-HIT
James Stewart
"Flight of the Phoenix"
* ***** ****************

904 Town & Country Villag,

Open Mon., 5hurs., ..7riday nights
an introductory lecture by Jerry Jarvis
director of Students’ International Meditation Society

Sunday, October 20, 8p.m.

.

Bob Newhart. Robert Morley

Screenpljy by Ira Wdllath And refer LI
()JO( 1,1 by Fr,- I. I
Produced Ike Mildred Freed Altwg
MetreCOler
eZZO
OUTSTANDING COMIT

With Each

STARRING

HELD OVER

r

FREE!
FULL
QUART

9pielay

SARATOGA

MetroGoldwyr Mayer presents
A Millrel Ff,’I.(i

r

Not just a glass
but a

117 University Ave., Palo AlfoN
M’nors Welcome
Res. & Info. 325.8488
ill
0

BEGINNING OCT. 23
INTERNATIONAL FILM FEST.
Wed. & Thurs. Oct. 23 and 24
Bergman’s "The Magician"
Fri. & Sat. Ocf. 25 and 26
Bergman’s "The
Seventh Seal"
Sun. Mon. Tues. Oct. 27, 28, 29
Bergman’s "Monika"
*********************e

GREEN FEE:
Weekdays $ I .25
Sat., Sun., Hol.
After 12 Noon $1.50
DRIVING RANGE
$1.00 Bucket for 500

Every Friday, Saturday, and Sunday during October

..e.esese.ce...-..e.f../...47-..e.esee....e.res-,:.

TOWN E

STUDENT’ AND FACITTY RATES

STUDENTS ONLY

...- ...-..,...e.e.f.e.....e.,..e....!Gc.zom
Flamenco Guitarist
MARIANO CORDOBA
Sun. Oct. 20, 0:00 P.M.

spaiAL!

it

Rosenblatt, assistant professor
of drama, joined the SJS faculty
this full after heading the drama
department at San Joaquin
Delta College. He was a onetime member of the resident
repertory company of the Dallas
Theatre Guild, vehere, he said,
"the seeds of my metluxi were
planted."

called zero point, a
negation of self," said Ro..-rblatt. "The student is trying to
provide himself with the blank
canvass of the artist upon vehich
he can then build thi at tributes

2001
a space odyssey

THUNDERBIRD

Body Functions Rediscovered

attempt

"A uniquely poetic piece of sci-fi...
hypnotically entertaining! Technically
and imaginatively it is staggering!"

Cathy Spielberge, Sandy Plumlee and Joan Cornett, (on floor).

EVA RENZI OUT-BARDOTS
BARDOT IN ...

"THAT WOMAN"

Morris Dailey Auditorium

CO.HIT

"WEIRD, WICKED WORLD"

ADMISSION FREE

touLtutoutiLkuutatixt**ktit_
wie

wg.011,:c

.ar-a:C00120200:11

’Til 9:30 P.M.

Mondays

a.arca

San joie, Cali/
241-3666

& /3ift

SJS’s Secret Society

Grant, 21 year old senior home
MORTALS BEWARE Linda
economics major, is one of 11 members of Black Masque who will
present carved Halloween pumpkins to all approved women’s
residences Oct. 28. Black Masque, a secret honor and service
society, was founded in April of 1930 at SJS.

Volleyball Reg Starts Monday
of the bookstore, in front of the
library, in the high-rise dorm, in
the Recreation Department and
on the physical education mall.
Trophies will be given for
fiist and second places for men
and women.

Registration for an all -college
volleyball tournament will begin
Monday and last thiough Nuv.
13.
Interested persons may register for the Nov. 20 tournament
in front of the cafeteria, in front

Who vvears lung black rubes,
a black masque and walks
around with carved pumpkins
three days before Halloween?
No, it’s not a character out
of lehabod Crane, it’s a member
of Black Masque.
Black Masque is an honor and
service society limited to 13
members. Present and past
Black Masques chose 13 women
jUlli0I’S each May to be members
during their senior year.
Founded at SJS in April of
1930, Black Masque was a secret society with passwords, secret meetings and secret activities.
The requisites for membership
include a 3.0 GPA and leadership
in at least two different organizations. Because members are
active in other areas the society limits its activities.
Events for this year will include presenting carved pumkins to all women’s approved
living centers, riding in the
Homecoming parade in vintage
cars and acting as hostesses for
President Robert Clark.
New members are initiated at
the annual recognition banquet.
Present members of Black
Masque are Carol Palm, Susie
Mitchell, Christine Schirle,
Kathy Wilkins McConnell, Janice Schott, Patricia Curia, Janie
Schafer, Linda Grant, Nancy
Reynolds, Jacque Salas and Barbara Young.
Two other women were invited
to join but one joined VISTA
and the other transferred to another school, leaving this year’s
membership at 11.
Advisors to the society are
Mrs. Helen Stevens and Dr. Violet Thomas.

Si um
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LUIGI’S
PIZZA TREE INN
offers you

COMPLETE 5 COURSE DINNERS
AT A HUGE SAVINGS

NO DINNER OVER $1.45
MENU
10

oz. New York steak
60up
salad
dessert
lie drink
side of spaghetti
$1.45

1480 S. WHITE RD.

Stor Rd

PHONE 259-0696
*LUIGI’S
(In Dozier Plata)

CLOSED MONDAYS

"IN THE BEGINNING GOD CREATED"
GENESIS 1

Have Non ever wondered how people
can believe this in the light of the
teachings of

eN

Feel a twet1 for pra)ers.’
A night prayer service might
become a reality if students
show an interest at the Newman
Center, 79 S. Fifth St. on Tuesday nights at 9:30.
The Divine Office, is an official prayer of the Catholic
church, the night prayer being
known as Compline.
The Compline, composed of
psalms and short prayers, was
originally said together in a
group.
The Center will use the basic
structure of the Compline but
use their own prayers in it to
"develop a meaningful service,"
staff member Judy Sausen said.
There is a possibility that the
Compline could be extended to
more than once a week, she
comment ed.
k.)_0()

A lecture on opening game
strategies by Larry Wilson will
be the highlight of the Chess
Club meeting Wednesday.
The chess club meets every
Wednesday from 1:30 to 5:30
p.m. in DH 219. Meetings feature lectures, a perpetual ladder tournament, tournaments
and inter-club competition.
The first round of the all campus tournament will take place
Wednesday.
Newly elected club officers
are Wayne Fields, president;
Larry Wilson, vice president;
Dee Lynn Crews, secretarytreasurer and Teresa Sowa, public relations.
Membership is open to students and faculty members.

Monday nights from 9-10,
KSJS (90.7 FM) will review
contemporary music paced with
the sounds of today.
Labeled "The Music Factory,"
the program will be aired weekly during the fall and spring
semesters.
’"rhe Music Factory" is professionally taped In New York

at WNEW-FM studios, realm ing Bob and Ray, who include
comedy bits and brief interview’s.
KSJS promises a number of
additional new feattme programs.
which will be announced inior
times.
to broadcast
.

WHAT
IS

PIC?

SCIENTOLOCY
You can be happy
again
CALL 244-3998
3250 MeKINNELY
SANTA CLARA

1_0. 0

jai

. .11.

FREE LUBE

BEAD
WORLD
s,
sT.
SAN 705E. CAL.
Hours Mon. -Sat. 10:00-6:00
Thurs. 10:00-9:00

with oil change, filter, and this ad.

Always triple stamps on fill-up.
Offer epire, Oct. 31.

BOB’S UNION SERVICE
13tIt and Santa Clara
PLIMMIEFINMEIVIMBEfir

295-1,100

XEROX
COPIES

\-’7> The slim,
/41,/a- neat
1- Mustang
look
from Haggar

10c
ILLIS PRINTING COMPANY
38 South Fourth Street
San Jose, California
295-2535
Between Santa Clara Street and the College
on Fourth Street

Chi Alpha Kickoff
At New Wineskin

ONLY 10 MINUTES AWAY
.8 White Rd.

Night Prayer ,
The Music Factory’
Possibility
On Tuesdays Monday’s on KSJS

Strategy Lecture
Will Highlight
Chess Meeting

St NI).\ Y, OCTOBER 20th
9,45 A.M. MORNING SEMINAR
"Are Christians United?"
5:45 P.M. EVENING FORUM
"Pardon Me! Your Grudge is Showing."
0:00 P.M. Sing at Keiser’s
Itrise
102:

Santa Clara S

SPARTAN; I) UT.Y 5

Friday, October IR, 19811

I I Coeds In Black Masque

lotion?

Douglas Dean, I’ll. D. Associate Professor of Biology at Pepperdine Col-

Kickoff meeting for Chi Alpha
has the Rev. Rick Howard for a
special speaker. On Oct. 21 at
7 p.m., the minister will reflect
his experiences with youth. The
meeting will be held in the New
Wineskin at the corner of 10th
and San Fernando Streets.
For three years Rev. Howard
was National College Youth
representative for the Assembly
of God Church and editor of a
prize wirming magazine. He is
now the pastor of Christian Center Assembly of God in Dublin,
Calif, and frequently speaks at
college retreats,

IN THE SPARTAN DAILY

BUT I’LL GROW MORE

Mustang captures
the young look. Tailored
to fit snug. The fabric
is 65,’, Dacron"
polyestor-35’’ Avril
rayon with permanent
press for easy care.
Mustang comes with
coordinated Oxford
weave belt and Mustang
buckle. Precuffed.

$10.00

lege in Los Angeles will discuss this
and other questions on Nov. 8 & 9,

Red Ram
10t11 at William
295-3805

at 7:30 p.m. Nov.10, I I :00 a.m.&
6:00 p.m.
CHURCH OF CHRIST. 81 N. 8th ST.
sac..
niinnininninni1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED ADS
For Convenience and Profit
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I

SPECI A f,
Pitchers $1.25
Peanuts, a Dime a Basket
p.m. thru 6 p.m.

OPEN AT 4 P.M. DAILY

IF

UCLA Med School
Interviews Monday
Edward A. Langdon, M.D., assistant dean of the Graduate
School of Medicine at UCLA, will
be on campus hlonday fn CH356
from 3:30 to 5 p.m. to talk with
any students interested in entering
the UCLA School of Medicine in
the future.

(.9

SALE!
of
TRADITIONAL TROUSERS

50% OFF !
traditional dress
pri(e. choine from new fall
(II Stell, flannels, hopsacks

cinnitlite %lock

\

s1.1(1.,
ari i% .11, Ili .I!!
and

of

.1 \

$14.95 .. NOW . . $ 7.46
$16.95 .. NOW . . $ 8.46
519.95 .. NOW .. $ 9.96
$22.95 .. NOW .. $11.46
$24.95 .. NOW . . $12.46
$27,50 .. NOW . . $13.75
Limited
Time
Only
,

$29.50

. NOW . . $14.75

$32.50 .. NOW .

$16.25

,crOUNT ON ALL MEPCH6A/D/SE

UGH

RINK CREC1T
1 ZAROS WELCOME

AT SATHER GATE
SLIM’S
IlsitIlisnv Mr
1,, ’02,
-..........-...----

,

I 23

SOUTH FOURTH ST.

llavbe All Your Car Needs
Is A Good Tape Job
1’ t

Urea! Sterr4) cartridge

-\ -Arm iii

tape

parts dept.

Spartaguide
TODAY
International Student Organization, 5 p.m.. 174 S. 13th St. International pot -luck & discussion:
"Marriage International Style."
&IS Ski Club, 7 p.m., Fourth
and San Carlos Suvets. Ice skating trip to the Ice Palace in Sunnyvale. Transportation provided.
$1.60 with skates.
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 and 10 p.m.,
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Friday
Flicks - "Georgy Girl," starring
Lynn Redgrave. Admission 45
cents.
Campus Ministries Festival. 4
p.m., Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth
St.
The Muslim Students’ Association, 12:30 p.m., LN201. Prayers
meeting.

Tso

$ 7995

MASSES:

HUNGRY?

MODELS for Sparta Life Magazine. See
Dick Bacon at JCII7 1:30 to 3:30
daily.
HASHERS NEEDED NOW. Breakfast,
Lunch, Dinner. Inquire D.S.P. Fraternity.
124 S. 11 th St. 297-9957.
COLLEGE GIRLS PART-TIME
Office openings in San Jose. Need
evenings. Pleasant work. No experience
necessary. $2 per hour to start. Call
287-6771.
MALE AND FEMALE
$3.25 per hour
After short training period. Flours flexible. Servicing custorners in Sen Jose
Requirements: Neat appearance, car
& phone. Fuller Brush Co. Mr. Osborne,
264-0699.
RIDE OPERATORS weekend and Holiday Work. Apply in person - Frontier
Village.
HOUSEMAN for boarding home for
aged. Board and room, small salary. II
p.m. to 9 a.m. 295-1748.
FUN -LOVING PEOPLE wanted for SJS
Ski Club Ice Skating Trip this Fri. 7:00
o.m. 4 th & San Carlos.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
GALS - - - GUYS
Inside work in our office. No typing
necessary. Pleasant personality required.
Hours arranged to fit your schedule.
Salary. 2984479.
NEED STUDENT with car to care for 2
boys and do Lt. housework - 8 ti,m.
to 12 noon - $1.50 hr. 258-5090.
MUSCULAR, ATHLETIC MALE Stu.
dents wanted for photographic studies.
Phone Menlo Park, 854-0221, after 6:30
p.m. weekdays, anytime weekends.
WANTED BY RECORD CLUB OF
America. Campus rap. to earn over
$100. Write Mr. Ed Bennvy, Coll Bureau
Mg. Record Club of Am. York, Penn.
17401.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. 1
block from school. $37.50/mo. Senior or
Grad student. Call 292.2055.
COLLEGEMAN: Single room w/kitchen
of,.
$45/mo. 115 So. 14th. Call
286.2704.
BOARDING HOUSE CONTRACT for
sale. 64 S. 10th. $450/sernester. Will
take $100 loss. Call 295.9811. Jan.
NEED ONE FEMALE Roommate to
share apartment, 384 E. William #3,
287.1352.
TIRED OF ROOMMATES? Live alone!
Studio for rent. $50/mon. Contact
Robert at 396 E. William #1.
WE NEED A ROOMMATE immediately.
Female, upper division, willing to pay
$42.50/mo. Call 287.4798.

10ST AND FOUND lel
Anstvers
FOUND: Pekinese/Cocker
to Skipper. Found Thurs. eve on 9th.
Call 287-3631.
LOST: Large Gold oval faced woman’s
watch. Has olive green leather band.
Greet sentimental value. Reward. 2942922. Rm. 305. Lost in or about the
Music Building.
LOST DALMATION. Male. 9th & Williams. Oct. 14.
months old. Reward.
Call 298-2049.
PERSONALS 17)

BECOMING ENGAGED? But unsure
about the diamonds? Learn about if
before any purchase. If you like, design
your own ring. Quality diamonds at low
prices. Contact Jim Self at 286-0904.
DO YOU WANT TO DOUBLE your
reading speed with good comprehen.
sion? Call Jim 294-8080.
MARSHA: How about joining me for
ROUSING (51
the Ski Club Ice Skating Trip Fri. Meet
4th & San Carlos at 7:00. JOHN
SR. or GRAD: Private room or rm. + you at
Bd. 2 blocks from Library. Call Rick MARY RINGROSE: You are a no good,
low down, dirty bike stealer. Why -0 at 739-7447
why did you steal rni Trusty Steed.
FEM. ROOMMATE needed to share a (beware)
rm. w/kit priv. Newly furn and painted.
419 N. 5th 293-9453.
ROOMMATE NEEDED: Female to share
SERVICES (81
with 3 others. I Ith Street. 286.4340.
THE INTERNATIONAL HOUSE. Now
renting for male and females. 596 S. RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
ESCHE’E. Free delivery, free service
10th or call 293.9877.
No contract. Call 251-2598.
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to sitars
apt. with 2 others. $38. Come see us. SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. boon 442 S. 5th #3. Call 298-1604.
snood & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2
ROOMMATE needed for house. $47 mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslartlan. 298-4104.
per month - call 297-7497.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. ElecWANTED: GIRL (over 21) to share 2 tric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations
bedrm 2 bath luxury apt. 1 blk. from Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Aye.
school. $57.50/rno. 287-0742.
Cell 371-0395. San Jose.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

CHARTER
Oakland to

134.50

4916 EL CAMINO
REAL
ruin SOUTH Of
SN ANTONIO .0
94E4273

SAN JOSE

1623 CAMPBELL AVE.

80 SOUTH 2ND ST.
or 79 SO. 3RD ST.
Phone 297-7111

11.9.1

Phone 379-7210

Lower than standby!
Avoid Blackout Dates!
Leaves Oakland Dec. 20
Returns Jan. 5
For

application forrn5
phone or write

T-M TRAVEL
60 N. First St. 293-1033
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Phone Orders 297-8421

Tel. 295-1771

ram
mist
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Drive-in and Dining Room Service

MEDAL WINNING FLAVOR
If there was Olympic competition
in the area of Mexican food, Tico’s
would run away with the event.
Come in and see what we mean.
4th and St. James

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30

1111
allat

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30

HEAD MASTERS SKIS. 215 rm. Grand
Prix Toe. $60.00. Good condition. Call
287-0741.
MAKE YOUR OWN BEER, wine, and
beef jerky. All recipes for only $5.00
Bonanza Formula Co. 300 Baje Sol Dr.
Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060.
CHAIRS: Naugahyde, well padded.
Few fears, but very comfortable. $5
each, while they lest. 295.7494.
REFRIGERATOR. Portable, Kenmore. 3
mons. old. Must sell. 6 cu. feet. $35.
Call Lisseffe. 286-8143 eves.
STEREO, PORTABLE. Zenith. Almost
new. Orig inallY $87. Now $50. Call
Lissette 286.8143 evenings.
BIKES BY MARY RINGROSE.
12 STRING GUITAR, accoustical belly
quality sound. Must sell. $75 or
, -ffer. Call 287-5107.

MWF
9:30-11:30
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 246!

HELP WANTED 14)

T1COS
1 AC 0 5

CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged, marrPed,
sharing water. George Larimore. Old
Town, Los Gatos. 354-8804.
FAST. EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES,
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
styles 948-1781.
NEW PEGGY’S ... ANCIENT SUEDE,
LEATHER, FUR. Open daily 12.7 p.m.
1408 Market nr. 10th S.F. 552-0168.
tYPING - TERM PAPERS, theses, etc.
Reasonable. Will edit. Ail work guaranteed. 294-3772.
HAIRCUTS $1.00. San Jose Barber Col.
lege, 145 West Sante Clara St. San
Jose.
TYPING. Thesis, term paper, etc. IBM
Selectric, pica. Experienced Journalism
Graduate. 264-3059.
HEADS: beautify your ears with earrings from Blind Piolot Metalcrafts. 74
E. San Fernando.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fest,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
Phone 244.6581.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fest,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
Phone 244-6581.
CHILD CARE - My home. Student’s
wife will take 1 or 2 children. Prefer
full time. Reasonable rates. Call 2972342.
FREE LANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any
photo need. Excellent quality at reason
able rates. Call Rich Kelso, 296-7992
eves.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, Mc.
experienced & fest. Phone 269-8674.
BIKE STEALING: Fast, sneaky, & daring.
Call Mary Ringrose. "Why walk when
you can ride."
SUPERIOR TYPING. All versions. 50c
page. Mimeo slightly higher in price.
Near SJS. 293.4700.-Miss Carey.

FOR SALE 131

plus tax

CAMPBELL

SUN. 5 p.m. St. Patrick’s
Church, 8th & Santa Clara
MON. thru THUR. 4 p.m.
Newman Center
FRI. I I :40 a.m. Newman
Center

79 S. Fifth St

Round trip

LOS ALTOS

Father L. Largenfe
Father D. Fosselman
Bob Wilhelm
Judy Sausen
Shel Tracy

STAFF:

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Weekend Co-Rece, 12:30 to 4:313
p.m., Women’s Gym. Basketball,
swimming, ping-pong, etc.
Gamma Theta, Upsilon, 7:30 a.m.,
Speedee Mart at Sixth and San
Salvador Streets. Initiation of new
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
members at Fremont Peak. Sign
bulletin
list outside CH150 on the
LOCAL LITERARY REVIEW needs
manuscripts. Poetry, fiction, topical esboard no later than Friday.
says. Send S.A.S.E. to ANOMALY, 370
SJS Mountaineering Club, 8 a.m., S. 20th St., San Jose or contact Ken
in the parking lot at Eighth and Donohue, editor. 297-7474 eves.
San Carlos Streets. Either a one or DUE TO OCTOSERFEST and Ski Swap,
two day function leaving Saturday Ski Club Ice Skating Trip will be this
and Sunday mornings, respective- Friday 7:00 P.M., 4th & Son Carlos.
ly. Destination is Pinnacles Na- KUNG-FLI, CHINESE KARATE: Offered
by Chinese physical culture Assoc.
tional Monument.
$18/2 mons. Classes: Tues. or Thurs. 5
Jonah’s Wall, 9 and 11 p.m., 300 p.m. or Sun. 6 p.m. Call 294-8101 or
S. 10th St. Continuing film series, 292-4530. 901 N. 8th St.
followed by another film titled UNFRAM ED PAINTINGS by Wm.
Norell are at the Music Box, 3rd & San
"Timepiece."
Fernando for Twenty Dollars.
Chi Alpha, 3 to 7 p.m., at Bethel
Church on Moorpark Ave. Get acAUTOMOTIVE 121
Games,
event.
quainted social
singing, a pot-luck dinner. Every- 1960 RAMBLER American. $125. Call
one welcome.
377-4065.
’60 VOLKSWAGEN w/sunroof, runs
SUNDAY
good, needs work. $300. 286.3099.
Spartan Tri-C, 9:45 a.m. to 5:45 ’62 SPRITE, $300. Needs valve job. Call
Pat. 287-5186.
p.m., 196 S. Third St.
St. ’63 TR4, Radials, new interior and carp.m.,
6
Werrele)-UCCM,
forced to sell. sacrifice. $1295.
pets,
Paul’s Methodist Church, 10th and Call 241-4767.
San Salvador Streets. Dinner, 40 ’68 MUSTANG Fastback. White, auto,
cents, followed by program and P. steering, disc brakes, 289, 50,000 mi.
warr. $2600. Terry 287-2486.
meeting.
4-SPEED FALCON SPRINT. 2 dr. ht,
260-V8, new shocks and brakes, r/h.
Doesn’t run like a Falcon. Call after
6. 297-2657.
Here’s a breakfast deal you
1959 CHEVY. Good engine. $100 or
best offer. 4 door. Call 245-2893.
can’t afford to pass up
BULTACO ’67 Compere 175cc. Mint
eggs. sausage. and all
cond. many extras, low miles. Asking
$475. Stephen 295.3878.
the pancakes you eatt cat
’58 VW BUS. Good condition. Built in
Bed & cabinets. $575. 297-6696.
$1.00
’37 HARLEY. with ’47 rebuilt engine.
li:30 ’till noon
Beautifully restored. runs perfectly.
$695. Call 298.7944.
Sunday, Oct. 20th
1967 HONDA 305 Superhawk. Looks
St. Mary’s Hall
and runs just like new. $525. Call Tom
3rd at Heed
Dorrnandy af 264.4347.
1956 FORD WAGON. V8, Auto. Power
Steering, & Brakes. $125, phone 2977508 eves.
’64 MGB, sharp. wire wheels, good tires,
must sell Quick!!! Make offer.
Call 248-4227.
DO YOUR EARLY
TIRED OF MAKING that long walk?
Honda 160 cherry cond. Lots of chrome.
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
$399 incl. helmet. Call 296.7925. Ask
AT OUR HUGE BOOK
for Jim.
SALE
’61 BUICK SPECIAL. V-8. stick, red,
62.000 miles. Good condition. $495.
598 S. 9fh #8 after 6 P.M.
’59 AUSTIN HEALEY, 3000 cc. 6 cylinder, wire wheels, overdrive. Top, side
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
r,.,rt&ns: Needs work, must sell, $650/
Winchester
Stesens 4 reek
best offer. 297-5783.
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
’61 AUSTIN HEALEY SPRITE. Bug eye
hardtop, soft top. Perfect cond. POO.
842.6956.
’66 SUNBEAM ALPINE. DI. Green. Rddio, Tonneau cover. $1450. Call 2875875.
’66 TR 650 BONNIE. Only 4500 orig.
NEW YORK
miles. Custom Tank. Must see to aporniiste. $999.99. Call 243-0691

r&Books Inc.

Matching Speakers

Newrnan-Catholic Student Center

grad ua te degree.
Gulf Oil Corp. Majors. BS,’MS ’
Geology.
TL’ESDAY (Oct. 22)
Scputre D Company. Alajois, BS
in Eli, ME, IE.
Santa Clara t’ornity Adult Probation Dept. Majors, BA/MA, Behavioral Sci., Soc. Sci., Sociology,
Psychology.
Johnson Service Company. Majors, BS in CE, IE, BS, MS, EE,
ME, Psysics.
U.S. Naval Civil Engineering
Laboratory. Majors, BS/NIS, EE.
ME, CE.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare Audit Agency.
Majors, BS/MS Aectg.
L. H. Penney & Commusy. Majors, BS/MS Bus. Admin., Acctg.,
MBA.

TOMORROW

Bargains Galore!

( omplete v%ith

1

Job Interviews
January graduates may sign
up for appointments in the
Placement Center, 122 S. Ninth
St., Building AA. Signups begin
earth Tuesday before and up to
the day of the interview.
FRIDAY (Oet. 18)
Mattel, Inc., Toynuikers. Majors,
IE, Ind. Tech.
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph.
Majors, BS/BA, MS MA, Bus.
Admin., Engr., Physics, Math.
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph.
(Women) Majors, BS/MS.
Western Electric Company, Inc.
Majors, BS/MS, EE, IE, ME, Math,
Bus. Mgmt., Acctg., Incl. Rel.,
Mktg., I.T.
MONDAY (Oet. 21)
Fairchild Semiconductor. Majors,
BS/MS, EE, IE, Chem., E., ME.,
Physics, MBA vvith Engr. under-

Friday, October 18, lciP5R

i 6--SPARTAN DAMS’
,1

MAN OR WOMAN. Full or Part-time
according to your school sched. Ice
Cream Vending Truck Route. 30.50%
Comm. Good earn ngs. 358 N. Mont:ornery. 297.4228 9 I 1 a.m. Mr. Elliott.

1’ WELL , WE PON’T PARE PAli
-TB CAN421.1$ CCP WOOLO

TN’ FACULTY PARKING LOTLIS IN A MiN LITE, "

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

3
4
5
6

One day

Two deys

lines -1.50- -1.00
2.00
2.50
lines
2.50
3.00
lines
lines
3.00
3.50

Add this
amount Mr
each additional line

.,,
.DU

.50

Three days

No refunds possible on canceled eds. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters end SpaCtd Ica each line)
Four days

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
-2.90
3.40
3.90

.50

40

Five days

i.50
3.00
3.50
4.00.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Announcements (1)
O Automotive (2)
7 For lals (1)

0 Help Wanted (4)
ID Housing (5)
P Lad and Found (6)

0 Person* Cri
ID MMus (8)
TE11010ortation.(9)

Days

Print Name

For

Address

Enciciad Is

City

Phom

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
MSE STATE COLLEGE, &VI JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Plume allow 2 days after pled*, lee el tit war.

